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 #1 digital multi-effect pedal in NAMM 2014 Inspired by Tony Maserati's classic electronic effect plugins, the ED-EX-1
features the same wavetable and step sequencer functions that have made Maserati's legendary effect plugins famous for over
40 years. VST and AudioUnit plug-ins are compatible. Sampling and drum sounds are supported as "dry" tracks All of the 50

built-in effect variations can be applied to dry tracks All audio output is balanced to provide a highly transparent sound Control
multiple effects parameters simultaneously 1. Plug-in Sample: The plug-in sample format is a zip archive containing a

compressed version of the plugin's raw wavetable data. 2. Download Sample: The download sample format is a compressed
version of the plugin's raw wavetable data which can be imported into your DAW, similar to how you would import a VST or
AU sample. "The Mastering Recorder" is a fun and easy-to-use tool for mastering your mix. Learn how to set up the control
board, use the dials to balance your mix, and run levels through a graphic EQ to bring out the best in your recordings. "The

Mastering Recorder" comes with a full set of presets and includes a custom "Custom" preset which is designed to be easy to set
up and use. EdTech is a powerful and easy-to-use multi-effect for vocal production. The effect is inspired by and modeled after
the legendary Maserati Electric Dreams plug-in for vocals. EdTech is VST/AU/RTAS compatible and comes in two different

versions: the classic version (EdTech 1) and the advanced version (EdTech 2). The latter version comes with new features
including the possibility to record and edit samples. EdTech is available as a retail version (EdTech 1) for $89.99 USD, or as a
"Free" version (EdTech 2) for immediate download. Maserati ED-EX-1 is an all-in-one multi-effect plugin for vocals. Inspired

by the legendary classic digital effect plugin, it features all of the same powerful effect types as EdTech. LADSPA and AU
plugin format compatible Plug-in sample format: A zip archive containing a compressed version of the plugin's raw wavetable

data Download sample format: A compressed 520fdb1ae7
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